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Abstract: 

Counterfeiting money has become an enormous problem around the world.  Trad itional security features on currency notes are easy 

targets for counterfeiters, and they can easily imitate the original currency notes with fake ones. Conventional methods for validating 

currency require specialized devices for the authentication of currency notes. However, cost and lack of mobility of sophisticated 

currency note validation devices are big problems for general consumers. Modern digital solutions are attempting to complemen t the 

traditional security features through embedding NFC chips in the currency notes, by using this system automatically detect the original 

currency note or fake once. The NFC chip is embedded in the currency note and includes the v alue, serial number, and expiry date that 

is used for validation. It will encourage the general public to check for counterfeit money. The presented validation technique sat isfies 

the security requirements for currency note counterfeit detection. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The existing system has no chip on currency notes. So, 

counterfeiters use black money freely. Launch of new currency 

notes and ban on old notes of Rs.500 and Rs.1000 has taken 

place. In proposed system we introduce a chip is attached to the 

currency note. NFC chips have had a significant impact on 

security, especially in the detection of counterfeit currency. This 

chip includes serial number, currency amount and expired date. 

This system includes a specified machine. In first case once the 

people are given a currency note to the machine. This machine is 

connected to the server. Then the machine checks the serial 

number, amount and exp ired date. Finally  it  intimates whether 

the currency note is original note or fake note. This system also 

stores the transaction and amount details of people by using 

server. This system is used to minimize and control the 

circulat ion of counterfeit currency notes. The proposed scheme 

allows standard and non-specialist consumers to identify fake 

currency notes. By using this system individual consumers can 

report fake currency notes to the administration.  

 

1.1 PIC18F458 

 

High performance RISC CPU machine. It can process 35 simple 

word instructions. Operating speed: clock input     (200MHz). Its 

instruction cycle: 200nS. Operating voltage range (2.0 – 5.56) 

volts. 

 

It has following memory specification :  

 

   Data memory : write/read   : 368×8bit of RAM, 

  

 read only        : 256×8 of EEPROM   

 

8k×14 of flash memory, One 16 bit timer is availab le. 

 

10bit multi-channel A/D converter Synchronous Serial Port 

(SSP) with SPI (master code) and I2C (master/slave). 1000000 

times erase/write cycle enhanced memory. 1000000 t imes 

erase/write cycle data EEPROM memory.  

 

1.2NFC  

 

NFC stands for Near Field Communication. It is a short-range 

radio technology that enables communication between devices 

that either touch or are momentarily held close together. NFC is 

based on and extends on RFID. It operates on 13.56 MHz 

frequency. NFC-based communication between two devices is 

possible when one device acts as a reader/writer and the other as 

a tag. In Active mode, the target and the initiator devices have 

power supplies and can communicate with one another by 

alternate signal transmission. In Passive mode, the initiator 

device generates radio signals and the target device gets powered 

by this electromagnetic field. The target device responds to the 

initiator by modulating the existing electromagnetic field. 

Read/Write In this mode, the NFC enabled phone can read or 

write data to any of the supported tag types in a standard NFC 

data format. NFC standards cover communications protocols and 

data exchange formats and are based on existing radio - 

frequency identification (RFID) standards including ISO/IEC 

14443 and Felicia. The standards include ISO/IEC 18092 and 

those defined by the NFC Forum. In addition to the NFC Forum, 

the GSMA group defined a platform for the deployment of 

GSMA NFC Standards within mobile handsets. GSMA's efforts 

include Trusted Services Manager, Single Wire Protocol, 

testing/certification and secure element.  

 

The two modes are:  

 

Passive—the init iator device provides a carrier field and the 

target device answers by modulating the existing field. In this 

mode, the target device may draw its operating power from the 

initiator-provided electromagnetic field, thus making the target 

device a transponder.  

 

Active—Both initiator and target device communicate by 

alternately generating their own fields. A device deactivates its 

RF field while it is wait ing for data. In this mode, both devices 

typically have power supplies. 
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Table .1. NFC modes and speed table.  

Speed Active device Passive device 

424 k b it/s Man, 10% ASK Man, 10% ASK 

212 k b it/s Man, 10% ASK Man, 10% ASK 

106 k b it/s Modified Miller, 100% ASK Man, 10% ASK 

 

II.  LCD 

 

LCD (Liqu id Crystal Display) screen is an electronic display 

module and find a wide range of applications. A 16x2 LCD 

display is very basic module and is very commonly used in 

various devices and circuits. A 16x2 LCD means it can display 

16 characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In this LCD 

each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has 

two registers, namely, Command and Data.  

 

       
Figure.1. General System architecture 

 

III. SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT  

 

The software requirements are the specification of the system. It 

should include both a definition and a specification of 

requirements. It is a set of what the system should do rather than 

how it should do it. The software requirements provide a basis 

for creating the software requirements specification.  It is useful 

in estimating cost, planning team activit ies, performing tasks 

and tracking the team’s progress throughout the development 

activity. 

 

• Operating system   : Windows XP 

• Language  : Java  

• Data Base     : MySQL 

 

3.1 MYSQL DATABAS E MANAGEMENT S YS TEM 

 

MySQL, the most popular Open Source SQL database 

management system, is developed, distributed, and supported by 

MySQL AB. MySQL AB is a commercial company, founded in 

1995 by the MySQL developers. It is a second generation Open 

Source company that unites Open Source values and 

methodology with a successful business model. The MySQL® 

software delivers a very fast, multi-threaded, mult i-user, and 

robust SQL (Structured Query Language) database server. 

MySQL Server is intended for mission-critical, heavy-load 

production systems as well as for embedding into mass-

deployed software. MySQL is a registered trademark of MySQL 

AB. The MySQL software is Dual Licensed. Users can choose 

to use the MySQL software as an Open Source product under 

the terms of the GNU General Public License or can purchase a 

standard commercial license from MySQL AB. 

 

3.2 MySQL Architecture  

 

Three layer model: 

 

 
Figure.2. Architecture of MYS QL 

 

3.3 JAVA PLATFORM 

 

Most platforms like Microsoft Windows, Linux, So laris OS, and 

Mac OS can be described as a combination of the operating 

system and underlying hardware. The Java platform differs from 

most other platforms in that it's a software-only platform that 

runs on top of other hardware-based platforms.  

 

The Java platform has two components:  

 The Java Virtual Machine  

 The Java Application Programming Interface (API)  

 

3.4 JAVA VIRTUAL MACHINE 

 

A Java virtual machine (JVM) is a virtual machine that can 

execute Java byte code. It is the code execution component of 

the Java software platform. A Java virtual machine is a program 

which executes certain other programs, namely those containing 

Java byte code instructions. JVMs are most often implemented 

to run on an existing operating system, but can also be 

implemented to run directly on hardware. A JVM provides an 

environment in which Java byte code can be executed, enabling 

such features as automated exception handling, which provides 

root-cause debugging informat ion for every software error 

(exception), independent of the source code. A JVM is 

distributed along with a set of standard class  libraries that 

implement the Java application programming interface (API). 

These libraries, bundled together with the JVM, form the Java 

Runtime Environment (JRE).  

 

3.5 JAVA API 

 

The API is a large collection of ready-made software 

components that provide many useful capabilit ies. It is grouped 

into libraries of related classes and interfaces; these libraries are 

known as packages. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amplitude-shift_keying
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Figure.3: API and JVM 

 

As a platform-independent environment, the Java platform can  

be a bit slower than native code. However, advances in compiler 

and virtual machine technologies are bringing performance close 

to that of native code without threatening portability.  

 

IV. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

In future enhancement process is every transaction should be 

through device only like money counting device. NFC is 

expected to become a very trendy technology for mobile 

services, more specifically for mobile payments. In other 

process is user database and account transaction details maintain 

in cloud server also providing security for cloud service. 

  

V.  SCOPE 

 

It totally eliminates back money. Complete Income and 

Expenses of any individual / Organization / Merchant can be 

easily be tracked. To t rack the theft money also. 

 

VI. OUTCOMES  

 

After we finally implemented almost all route of money 

transaction, we can easily track the black money and the theft 

money also. All the Income and expenses accounts are easily 

tracked. 

 

VII. CONCLUS ION 

 

This system will be very much helpful in accountability of 

currency notes, theft detection and security and cutting the roots 

of fake and black money. All these will add to the economic  

growth of the country. 
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